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Adobe Creative Cloud is a comprehensive package of creative professionals, especially graphic designers, photographers, video creators, 3D illustrators, and more. With this amazing design software, you can control, sketch, color, create and edit Adobe's multiple apps. Supported by the IT giant, the program receives regular updates and
has even begun paying attention to operating systems beyond Windows. If you are a photographer, content creator, designer, or work with illustrations, Adobe Creative Cloud will prove to be an excellent choice. For years, Adobe has been one of the leading companies in the IT industry, offering a wide range of design software including
Adobe Photoshop CC, Adobe Lightroom and other products. With its innovative tools in the picture, Adobe tried to focus more on creative professionals at Adobe CC. This product replaced Adobe Creative Suite and brings together different products into a comprehensive package. What does Adobe Creative Cloud contain? As mentioned
earlier, the package includes Adobe's product range, including Lightroom, Illustrator and Photoshop. The package comes with a number of plans that can be selected according to specific needs. It allows you to mix and match different programs, or choose from products like Adobe InDesign CC and Adobe Dreamweaver CC.Adobe
Creative Cloud is ideal for creative professionals and entrepreneurs that allows them to use a wide range of programs for a single subscription. In fact, the package features some amazing tools most users don't even know. Adobe CC acts as a one-stop shop for a number of customized and individual options. Once you download the
collection, a wide range of programs will be automatically installed on your Windows PC. The most popular are Adobe Photoshop CC, Adobe Spark, Adobe Portfolio, Adobe Camera Raw, Adobe Color and more. Some programs, such as Adobe Acrobat DC, Adobe Lightroom, and Adobe Illustrator, are included in the package, but they are
not installed automatically. Is Adobe Creative Cloud a good choice? Unlike Photoscape and Inkscape, Adobe Creative Cloud comes with added value. That's all creative professionals need. Even with free limited use, you will be able to get your hands on amazing products that can be tested during a free trial. With Adobe Creative Cloud,
you get a 7-day free trial. You can easily cancel your subscription before your free trial expires in case you don't want to use the package. As mentioned above, there are different plan pricing options that allow you to choose something suitable. What are different adobe creative cloud packages? The most commonly used package is the
Photography Suite, which allows access to lightroom, Photoshop and Lightroom Classic. It also includes 20GB of cloud storage. This particular package is ideal for photographers and social media influencers. What is price, you can use a wide range of leading photography products. There is also one app suite that comes with 100GB
cloud storage, Adobe Spark, Adobe Fonts and Adobe Portfolio. This option is well suited for people who know exactly what they need as a hobby, business and need more storage. There are all apps suite that also comes with 100 GB of Cloud Storage, Adobe Park, Adobe Portfolio and Adobe Fonts. With this plan, you'll even get a choice
to upgrade the storage 10TB cloud space. Just like AutoCAD architects, Adobe Creative Cloud is a trusted name among creative professionals. For years, it has been at the forefront of the IT industry. You can also trust your company with your information, data, and software stability. When you start using Creative Cloud programs, you'll
be amazed by the interface you're using, with seamless editing features, and frequent updates and improvements. The suite allows you to improve the aesthetics and abilities of your projects. Adobe Creative Cloud is available on several operating systems, including Windows and Mac. In addition, the company has begun to pay more
attention to Android and iOS apps. Regardless of the platform you choose, you won't experience any problems with adobe CC usage. While batch processing features require some subtle improvements, they do not cause many problems for beginners. When you start using adobe creative cloud, you can enjoy general UX and USER
INTERFACE. An easy to use interface ensures that you don't need a lot of technical knowledge or skills. Simply a thin range of products ensures that you can let creative juices flow without interruption. Simply put, Adobe CC allows you to create something for your creativity and imagination. Should you download it? Yes, i'm sure! Since
Adobe CC offers a free trial, there is no reason to skip the option to download and try the program. Whether you're using the Windows desktop or Mac, it's a great choice for designing graphics and tasks. Adobe Photoshop is one of the most popular and comprehensive image editors on Windows computers. The program is equipped with
a number of features including 3D designs, illustrations, retouches, fillers, etc. Compared to Paint 3D and MyPaint, it is a much better choice for creative professionals. If you are working with images, adobe photoshop offers you endless options. Photoshop PC is the perfect design software for image editing, video editing and comes with
various tutorials for beginners. While the features can be overwhelming for beginners, the program does not have a steep learning curve. Unlike competing programs, Adobe Photoshop comes with a variety of editing tools. In fact, the product is also part of the Creative Cloud suite and is available in the form of Adobe Photoshop CC.
Therefore, it integrates well with many Adobe products, Adobe Bridge, which is a powerful multimedia manager. Adobe Photoshop offers several traditional editing tools to effortlessly collect collages, drag clips, activate deadlines and perform other tasks. In addition to the program rich filters, effects and brushes, you can fill colors,
customize saturation, use masks, customize alpha channels, and play with different textures. Is Adobe Photoshop easy to use? While programs like Phototastic Collage focus on just one aspect of image editing, Adobe Photoshop offers a full-fledged suite of editing tools. Even then, the app is easy to navigate and customizable interface.
With a program with a built-in installer, you can be sure to have a hassle-free installation. When you use the app, you can choose from a wide range of workspace layouts, including web, 3D, graphics, movement, painting, and photography. Unlike other apps, Adobe Photoshop allows you to create custom layouts for frames and windows.
You can even rearrange toolbar buttons according to your preferences. In Adobe Photoshop, all icons feature 2D style, which is often preferred by beginners and techies alike. Given the increasing number of touch desktops and laptops on the market, Adobe is focused on touch input. In Adobe Photoshop, you can use touchscreen options
to pan and zoom the image, and use three fingers to swipe scrolling through galleries. You can use two fingers to take back your options. Can you install plug-ins for Adobe Photoshop? With support for a number of plug-ins, Adobe Photoshop allows you to add more features to enhance the overall experience. With some additional
plugins, you can add a variety of filters and optimize the image to appear differently. While Adobe Photoshop takes a simplified approach, it's not wrong to say that it's a powerful image editing tool. For several years, Adobe Photoshop has been a benchmark for image editing. Amateur photographers and professional designers from
around the world have used the program. With a wide range of filters, effects, layers, and other prominent features, you can use the app to easily improve your pictures. Does Adobe Photoshop support video editing? While programs like Fresh Paint come in the main features, Adobe Photoshop offers comprehensive image editing tools. In
addition, the app comes with basic video editing features that are sufficient for editing a wide variety of video clips. Although Photoshop PC is not as powerful as GoPro Studio in terms of video editing, it is still a great choice of basic tasks. You can use cropping tools, exposure features, and multiple filters. Photoshop PC comes with basic
video editing features that allow you to join, split and trim clips. Although the app has minimal audio tools, you can still play the track at volume, melt in, melt out, and mute. Last but not least, provides multiple resolution options for different devices. Over the years Adobe Photoshop has become a benchmark for image editing. With its ease
of use and basic video editing features, it will continue to win hearts around the world. Whether you're a beginner or a professional, Adobe Photoshop turns out to be a great choice. Therefore, artists, designers, photographers, companies and technologies can use it. Over the years, it has become increasingly popular among Windows PC
users and continues to receive regular feature updates. Should you download it? Yes, you should! With a wide range of features, Adobe Photoshop has always been ahead of the curve. If you've been looking for an amazing image editor with basic video editing tools, this one is a no-brainer. Tom's Guide supports this audience. If you
purchase through links to our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. For more information, see more Tom's Guide supports its audience. If you purchase through links to our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more See more smartphones you can take amazing photos and Lightroom is one of the best mobile photo editing
tools, but using the app can be tricky for photography beginners. This Lightroom Mobile tutorial is not designed to teach what every choice and slider does, but it contains some excellent Lightroom tips that you started with. Our goal is to show you the main photos that you can use to take your smartphone photos to the next level. Each
part will come with a brief explanation of how these Lightroom tips affect the image and how to manipulate it. In addition, I have decided to grab the smartphone image and take it through the editing steps that are covered in each section. This will show you how much difference can be made. Here's the starting photo: Shot with Huawei
Mate 20 ProLightroom tips: Shoot RAWPresetsExposureWhite balanceColorsNoisePerspectiveCropHealingSelective itsAdobe LightroomAdobe pricing Lightroom, as it is labeled in the Google Play Store, is just a mobile version of Lightroom CC (where CC stands for Creative Cloud). While you can download the mobile Adobe Lightroom
app and take advantage of many features for free, using this software in full requires adobe creative cloud subscription. Adobe Creative Cloud Prices: Photography Plan ($9.99/mo): Lightroom, Lightroom Classic, Photoshop and 20GB of cloud storage. Lightroom Plan ($9.99/mo): Lightroom and 1 TB cloud storage. Photography Plan
($19.99/mo): Lightroom, Lightroom Classic, Photoshop and 1 TB cloud storage. All applications ($52.99/mo): This plan includes all Adobe applications. ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD PLANSSSSLess users will miss out on these features:Cloud storage: You don't pay for cloud storage, so the feature is out of the window. Raw Yes, raw
photos can be edited directly from your phone, but only if you pay. Adobe Sensei: Adobe Sensei detects and tags photos for you. It is convenient for searching for specific images. There is also People View, which uses facial recognition to organize images of a person. Optional adjustments: Do you want to edit only certain areas of the
photo? Not for free, you're not going to do it! Healing brush: Get rid of trash, dust, or any imperfection healing brush. Geometry: This is a great tool to fix perspective and straighten your photos. Web sharing: Images can be introduced online. Just invite people or share a link. Users can like and comment on images. Batch editing: Batch
editing saves time, so Adobe figures people pay for it. With everything in mind, you'll need to decide whether the order is worth the money or not. Just be mindful that we include some of these paid features in this list of Adobe Lightroom tips and tricks.1. Shoot RAW (this can be done with Lightroom!) The first lightroom tip we can give you
is to shoot RAW if the phone supports it. Check out our dedicated post if you don't know what RAW is. In short, toorfoto is an uncompressed image file. It stores more data and provides enhanced editing freedom. The user can adjust the white balance, exposure, pull more detail and more without affecting the image quality so much. On
the contrary, JPEG files are compressed, edited using camera software, and have less data to work with. Not all smartphones output RAW image files, but it is becoming increasingly popular with the latest phones. One of Lightroom's main features is that it can edit RAW photos. And not just raw phone files, it is possible to transfer RAW
images from other cameras to your local phone storage space and edit them using the mobile app. Alternatively, you can use cloud synchronization to upload pictures to another computer, tablet, or smartphone, then change them in Lightroom mobile. Pro tip: If your stock camera app can't shoot RAW, you can take advantage of the
Lightroom camera feature. Lightroom app has its own shooter and supports RAW output.2. Take a look at Lightroom presets Think Lightroom presets as filters, but they're more customizable and can be quite tricky when you dig them. When editing a photo, browse to the following options to find the Settings section. Select it and you can
review a number of effects and edit styles quickly to choose from. Do not like presets you see? You can create your own or even download it. Many photography enthusiasts and professionals online offer their presets for download (often at a price). They can be synced to your mobile device through the cloud using the Lightroom desktop
app. Presets are nice fast kids for those who don't want to spend a lot of time tinkering with after-treatment. reading if you want more control of your shot's shot's Result. An unedited photo using Lightroom preset Turquoise &amp; RedI looked out at the available presets until I found one that didn't change the integrity of the image too
much, but improved the colors and overall appearance of the photo. Turquoise &amp; Red was under the creative department of presesting. This is an example of what you can achieve with a simple preset. This preset will be removed and I will edit the photo myself for the rest of this article.3. Fix exposure and lighting lightroom
smartphone cameras mostly do a good job of exposing the image properly, but they get things wrong sometimes. Sometimes creativity requires a darker (or brighter) image than what is considered correctly exposed too. Regardless, playing exposure control should be your first step. More: Here are some photography terms you should
know you can find these options under the Light button at the bottom of the screen. Pay attention to the exposure slider. Move it left and right until you find the right levels. To get the right lighting effect, you can play with contrast, highlight, shadows, whites, and blacks. Unedited photo Fixed exposure Increased exposure to brighten image.
Reduced highlights and whites get more details about the clouds. Increased shadows and brighten blacks get more detail on the foliage and building. Increased contrast with more striking colors.4. Improve white balance To improve white balance in the Color section. White balance is adjusted for temperature and tone sliders. The
temperature can make the picture bluer or orange, while the tone goes from green to magenta. You can play them creatively to add special effects to your photos. If what you are looking for is a realistic white balance, you can also use an eyedropper tool. Just tap the eyedropper icon and select a white or neutral color (gray) area within
your shot to achieve an accurate white balance. Fixed exposure Fixed white balance5. The color pop the color section also has vibrance and saturation sliders. I like to use them to make colors pop more, but you can also move them to the left to mute them. Just be careful not to go too crazy about these options. Increasing vibrance and
saturation a lot can give your images over a processed look. More: These photography tips will take your photography to the next level Fixed white balance Fixed colors Increased saturation and vibrance to make colors pop more.6. Reduce Noise Got Grainy Image? It is common when taking pictures in the dark because the ISO needs to
be increased, thus producing more noise. You can clean pictures by going to the Details section and using the noise reduction slider. Be careful not to use it too much because it softens the images. This can reduce the details and make the skin too smooth. By the way, you can also add cereal if you want to give your photos View. The
grain quantity slider is located under Effects. Fixed colors Fixed noiseImage had very low noise, so you probably won't notice the difference here. I reduced the noise by 10 to clean the grain visible when zoomed.7. Fix the perspective from a bad perspective is one of the most frustrating photography mistakes you can come across,
especially if you want the photo to be truly straight. Don't get upset the next time your photo is a little crooked; most times, it can be corrected by using the Lightroom Geometry tool. Just find the Geometry part of the opportunity carousel and tap it. Use sliders to straighten a photo. I also like to use a guided upright tool. Simply tap the
vertical icon and draw lines vertically and horizontally according to the curved elements. The system will automatically straighten the image accordingly. Fixed noise Fixed perspectiveThis photo perspective is adept because of the wide angle of the lens. I slightly fixed it using a distortion slider. I didn't want to go too far because it would cut
off important parts of the picture, but the trees are a little straighter now, just like behind the building. Also: These are the best smartphone cameras you can get8. Crop Sometimes setting perspective is a little too much. Maybe your photo just needs to be re-tidy. In this case, the Lightroom section is truncated. Turn and cut accordingly.
Make sure to keep the composition in mind, such as cropping the image a little or too much can leave it worse. Our best Lightroom tip would never be afraid of pruning! Fixed perspective Fixed crop lawn area was winning. It takes the attention of the London Eye and the building next to it. I clipped a large part of it to better focus on the
theme while also keeping the beautiful greenery visible.9. Remove unwanted items Sometimes you take an amazing photo only to later find out you also captured a tedious piece of trash next to your theme. This also happens when shooting random objects that can be dust, dirt, tape, and other annoying distractions. Maybe you don't want
to see a portrait of your friend's newest pimple. Fortunately, Adobe software is very smart and it will help you get rid of the disadvantages. To clean the picture, select Healing. Tap and drag up/down icons to the left to select the size, bracket and opacity of your healing brush. Touch imperfection and make sure your brush covers it
completely. Alternatively, you can tap, hold and drag to cover more of the area. The app is smart enough to choose the right area for the image to heal, but if it gets things wrong you can drag the options around. Fixed cropping Removed unwanted objects This image does not want to remove many items. I got rid of some head and far
from the person on the other side of the image, under the house, to show you. tool can be done.10. Optional grooming and effects Optional effects help you customize certain areas within your picture. This tool is useful if part of your photo is overexposed, or maybe you just want to do something darker to bring more attention to your
theme. These are a few examples, but you can selectively change a lot of things, such as color, white balance, sharpness, noise, etc. In the lightroom app, tap Optional, press the + button and choose which option you want to choose. The brush allows you to manually select the areas of the photo inside if you want. You can also use oval
selective mediums and slopes. The latter can be used to smoothly disperse effects through an image. Once you have selected the area you want to customize, just start editing if you want by using the buttons below. Light, color, effects, detail, and optical options. Removed unwanted objects in the final imageUsed gradient tool to darken
the area on the left side of the sky. Darkened to draw more cloud details and make the sky bluer. Next: Here are some of the photography essentials we recommend The Great Photographer is good at both shooting and editing. There is much more you need to learn about editing, but these Lightroom tips are sure to help you significantly
improve your image quality. Finally, here's a comparison between the original image and the final edit of all lightroom tips applied. Unedited photo Final imagePhotography is a complex art, so we have put together a number of tutorials and comprehensive material that you can learn more about! Mastering manual mode What are M, A, S,
P camera modes? Modes?
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